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From the Lead Editor  
 
 
Dear Email Marketer, 
 
As it does every year, MarketingSherpa’s Email Awards 2013 serves as a showcase for the work of marketers 
who go above and beyond expectations, designing email campaigns that increase relevance and boost 
results. 
  
This year’s award winners were selected from a very competitive group of entrants, all of whom 
demonstrated unique and successful approaches toward evolving email marketing beyond “batch and blast” 
sends, and showing just how much life is left in this venerable tactic.  
  
Of note in this edition is that 2012 proved to be a very consumer-oriented year for email marketers, as nearly 
all winning entries were business-to-consumer efforts. As such, we did not include a “B2B Best-in-Show” 
award for 2013, but remain hopeful that our B2B friends will garner some inspiration from these winners, 
and come back strong next year.  
  
Also of note, 2012 saw several past MarketingSherpa Email Awards winners triumphantly return to the 
winners’ podium, as efforts from Railey Mountain Lake Vacations, Dortmund Airport and WWF Germany 
once again wowed our judges with their innovative work.  
  
And, perhaps most impressive of all, consumer giant Sony Electronics took home an unprecedented three 
awards this year, across as many categories, for its trio of very unique, creative, and effective email 
campaigns.  
  
Judging these awards is a thorough, multi-step process that involves identifying the best entries, 
collaboratively debating the merits of each, and going through the often difficult process of choosing a 
winner from such innovative entries.  
  
Our award categories remain unchanged from last year, as we looked for a Best-in-Show campaign, alongside 
Gold, Silver and Honorable Mention winners for each of the following areas: 
 

1. Best Email List Growth 
2. Best Email Audience Engagement 
3. Best Promotional Email or Campaign 
4. Best Personalization/Segmentation 
5. Best Triggered Email or Autoresponder 
6. Best Email Innovation 

  
For each winning entry, our lead judges offered insights as to why each campaign won within its respective 
category. But, as seems to happen each year, there was rarely a “runaway” winner, and certainly no shortage 
of spirited debate among our panel.  
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One thing we can say with the utmost confidence is that all of the award-winning campaigns within these 
pages represent the highest level of output from today’s premier email marketers.  We want you to enjoy 
reading about our winners’ success. But, we also hope you will use this book as a guide for your own 
inspiration. Be sure to study these winning campaigns, and learn from their approaches, as you plan your 
email efforts for the coming year. 
  
Many thanks to all of our entrants – winners and non-winners alike – for making Email Awards 2013 so 
difficult to judge. It’s a “problem” we were thrilled to have, and a very positive sign for the future of this 
tactic.  
  
Sincerely, 
 
Brad Bortone 
Senior Research Editor 
MarketingSherpa, a MECLABS Group Company 
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Best-in-Show 
NFL.com’s Email Newsletter 

 Entrant: Anne Koskey-Wagoner, e-Dialog 
Audience: B2C 
Judge Panel: Brad Bortone, Justin Bridegan, Daniel Burstein,  
 Todd Lebo, Pamela Markey 
 
 

 

Why It Won: 
 
Personalization and segmentation have gone from a “nice-to-have” feature, to a necessary approach. As 
many of you know it can very difficult and expensive to implement these strategies across marketing 
channels.  
  
However, when the right message is sent to the right audience it can be a thing of beauty – usually resulting 
in an audience that is more engaged, willing to share and, most importantly, buy your products. 
  
This year’s Gold award winner in the Best Personalization/Segmentation category was also selected as Best-
in-Show for MarketingSherpa’s Email Awards 2013. It explored new ways to engage with the audience by 
tailoring each message on a very personal level.  
  
Leveraging the data they already had on their contacts for NFL.com, e-Dialog’s Anne Koskey-Wagoner and 
team had a goal to create an email as relevant and targeted as possible using improved segmentation. Each 
recipient was segmented based on their favorite team and then given the most up-to-date, real-time content 
and information available. 
  
Searching for relevant articles and poring over information they found videos, schedules and upcoming game 
information that any fan would find useful. Not to mention including a live countdown to their team’s game. 
They also tailored email templates for the mobile audience (comprising about 50%) designed for easy viewing 
and scrolling at the touch of a finger. Not only was the relevant content easier to find it was now easier to 
read. 
  
This campaign took some unique and innovative steps towards utilizing content they already had and 
showcasing it in a valuable and engaging format. The NFL and e-Dialog have received feedback that this 
campaign has changed the way their audience engages with them.  
  
Fans now go back to their email if they forget how long it will be before their next big game kicks off, and 
read up-to-date articles in preparation for game time. The success of this campaign focused on providing as 
much relevant content as possible and then delivering it a timely manner. 
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Since the campaign has been launched the email program saw an astonishing year-over-year 121% increase 
in opens (including a 9% increase in mobile opens) and a 26% increase in clickthrough rates. By providing real-
time content, fans are now eager to read articles, watch videos, and check on their countdown clock.   

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
This email campaign was created to engage with fans by informing them of the current week's NFL news and 
remind them of the upcoming NFL games. The goal was to make this email as relevant and targeted as 
possible by segmenting by a fan’s team and providing the fan with the most up-to-date, real-time content 
and information. 
 
This campaign achieved the goal above and beyond with relevant and targeted messaging. The NFL had to 
consider who the audience was and what they would want to see in a weekly NFL newsletter.  
The first step was to segment the audience by their favorite team and provide team-specific content. This 
includes articles, videos, and upcoming game schedule info. This campaign scores a “touchdown” in terms of 
personalization.  
 
Knowing users need for the most up-to-date information, e-Dialog inserted a live countdown to their team’s 
game and scraped the NFL site the day the email is sent for up-to-date articles and videos, not seen by the 
fan before.  
 
Also, knowing that over 50% of the NFL database is comprised of mobile email users, e-Dialog created a 
responsive design email template for this newsletter. This made it mobile-friendly – and easy view and scroll 
with a touch of a finger. 
  
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
This campaign is unique because it’s innovative. It’s highly targeted and contains relevant content which 
makes it exciting to the user opening the email every week. Creatively and technically, this campaign is 
special – it has up-to-date and real-time content when it’s sent. 
  
The content never gets repetitive – articles and videos are refreshed weekly, and the countdown clock 
refreshes based on when a fan opens their email and the fan’s favorite team game time. e-Dialog and the NFL 
have received feedback indicating fans go back to this email if they forget how long it will be before the next 
big game kicks off. This campaign changes the way the fans engage with the NFL email program. 
  
Results: 
 
Year-over-year, the 2012 newsletter is up 121% for opens and clickthrough rates are up by 26%. Mobile 
opens are also up 9% year-over-year. 

BEST-IN-SHOW 
NFL.com’s Email Newsletter 
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Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Aidan Lyons NFL Client 

Christine Hua NFL Client 

David Hubai e-Dialog Agency 

Andrey Semenov e-Dialog Agency 

Ray Bovenzi e-Dialog Agency 

Robert Ragusa e-Dialog Agency 

Kellie Mixon e-Dialog Agency 

Greg Zolotas e-Dialog Agency 

Colin Petruno e-Dialog Agency 

Anne Koskey-Wagoner e-Dialog Agency 

Lilia Arsenault e-Dialog Agency 

Recognition: 

BEST-IN-SHOW 
NFL.com’s Email Newsletter 
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BEST-IN-SHOW 
NFL.com’s Email Newsletter 

Creative Sample from the NFL.com Email Newsletter: 

Newsletter 
Full Page 
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BEST-IN-SHOW 
NFL.com’s Email Newsletter 

Newsletter 
Top of Page 
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BEST-IN-SHOW 
NFL.com’s Email Newsletter 

Newsletter 
Bottom of Page 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign 
bessergehen’s Leaving Traces with Intelligent 
Email Marketing Campaign 
Entrant: Sebrus Berchtenbreiter, promio.net 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Pamela Markey, Director of Marketing, MECLABS 

 
Why It Won: 
 
We felt this was a strong example of an integrated campaign that intelligently connects a recurring brand 
visual with all messaging across platforms. It starts with an animated Saint’s Day email, in which:  
 

• The email initiates a user path through website, blog and social media. 
• Animated footprints (a recurrent key visual), inspired by the bessergehen logo (pink footprints), “walk” 

through both the email and the company website. 
• “Leaving traces” is a significant claim for all channels, and can be interpreted in different ways, 

depending on the context and the channel. “Your name left traces” (email), “leaving traces together” 
(website and blog), “leave your own traces” to get user-generated content, “share your traces” on 
social media. 

We appreciated how the campaign drove traffic from the email website to the company blog and social 
media platforms. Additionally, we felt this was a very smart campaign, as recurring brand visuals connected 
the campaign elements, most notably with the animated footprints that reflect the brand logo, and also made 
literal sense, as footprints encouraging the customer path. 

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
bessergehen wanted to increase the email marketing performance indicators and website traffic, as well as 
achieve a heightened awareness of the new online blog. Moreover, they wanted to connect the brand with 
the idea of quality, sustainability and comfort. 
  
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
This campaign is not just a creative and successful email effort; it is a multidimensional communication 
strategy. The claim perfectly fits the brand and can be adapted to different kinds of campaigns like a charity 
campaign (i.e. “Help people and leave traces”). 
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The connection to the bessergehen logo opens up new potential to communicate in an integrated, creative 
way. Promio.net has not just developed an effective email marketing campaign, it is the basic idea for an 
integrated successful communication strategy. 
  
Results:  
 
This campaign grabbed attention with elements like surprise, relevance, creativity, and an animated key 
visual in the email. Compared to the regular commercial emails:  
 

• +133% conversion rate 
• +43.49% open rate, (+9.78% unique) 
• +19.7% clicks unique 
• +9% clickthrough rate 
• Web traffic: +18% 

 
Animated mailings are more effective than regular emails. Extraordinary and unexpected occasions grab 
attention for better open rates. A personal involvement creates relevance and better click rates. 
Furthermore, integrated communication increases the involvement of the recipients, the social reach and 
guarantees high brand recognition. 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  GOLD  
bessergehen’s Leaving Traces with Intelligent Email Marketing Campaign 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Patricia Schneider bessergehen Client 

Sebrus Berchtenbreiter promio.net Agency 

Ralf Engler promio.net Agency 

Kathleen Salazar promio.net Agency 

Nina Zibuschka promio.net Agency 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from bessergehen’s “Leaving Traces” Campaign: 

Saint’s Day Email 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  GOLD  
bessergehen’s Leaving Traces with Intelligent Email Marketing Campaign 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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Online Shop 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  GOLD  
bessergehen’s Leaving Traces with Intelligent Email Marketing Campaign 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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bessergehen Blog 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  GOLD  
bessergehen’s Leaving Traces with Intelligent Email Marketing Campaign 
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Facebook Fan Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  GOLD  
bessergehen’s Leaving Traces with Intelligent Email Marketing Campaign 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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Sony’s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
 Entrant: Morayea Pindziak, Sony Electronics 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Pamela Markey, Director of Marketing, MECLABS 
 
 Why It Won: 
 
This campaign was notable for how it achieved success during the very competitive (and often cluttered) 
Black Friday/Cyber Monday retail sales/promotion period. This multi-touch email campaign built momentum 
and increased urgency through the following sends: 
 

• "Pre-event" email ahead to increase awareness 
• Thanksgiving afternoon 
• Black Friday morning 
• Sunday morning 
• Cyber Monday morning 
• Cyber Monday evening 

I imagine it’s a challenge to have consumers wait until after Black Friday, given that there is such a push to get 
out to stores to get the deals, especially in an area as competitive as consumer electronics. 

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
Black Friday-Cyber Monday is the biggest weekend of the year, in terms of consumer spending. Each year, 
Americans receive numerous pieces of communication, among them, email from retailers promoting Black 
Friday and Cyber Monday sales. This is especially true in the consumer electronics market, with every major 
retailer pulling out all the stops to get consumers to shop, both online and in-store. In the email channel 
alone, practically every consumer receives one or multiple messages from multiple retailers leading up to and 
during this time.  
 
As Sony developed their email holiday plan, they realized the need to inspire a behavioral change among 
their customers. Sony needed to entice people to stay home and shop with them online, since many 
consumers view Black Friday traditionally as an “event” in which they visit and do their shopping at a physical 
store. And, in presenting such enticement, Sony needed to break through the deluge of emails inherent with 
this time of year. In addition, Sony sought to outdo the previous year’s highly successful revenue from the 
Black Friday-Cyber Monday weekend. 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign 
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What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
Sony was building on the already huge success of the 2010 holiday weekend and this campaign beat even 
those numbers by 53%. 
 
Based on previous year’s learnings, Sony had a clear understanding of their consumers buying behaviors so 
they did not hesitate to increase communications during this already busy time. The timing and content 
strategy was built with the known consumer behaviors in mind. 
 
Even when consumers are being bombarded with messages from multiple retailers during the busy holiday 
season, brands can break through the “noise” with relevant content and timing strategies, and can capitalize 
on the fact that consumers are looking for and expecting offers during holidays. 
  
Results: 
 
The email initiative was viewed as a huge success.  
  

• Revenue per email delivered for Black Friday far exceeded expectations at 174% of goal 
• For Cyber Monday, revenue per email delivered nearly doubled goal at a whopping191% 
• Overall revenue from the week-long campaign was up more than 53% from 2010 – yes, a 53% 

increase in total revenue! 
• A significant number of consumers are exhibiting behavior change toward how they shop during this 

critical time of year, which Sony helped to motivate. 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Afsaneh Jahangiri Sony Electronics Client 

Leilani Sandan Sony Electronics Client 

Amanda Drenning The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Elizabeth Yasso The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Christopher Castano The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Anthony Azzarano The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Hannah Leader The Agency Inside  Harte-Hanks Agency 

Brittany Booth The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Recognition: 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Creative Samples from Sony’s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign: 

Email #1 
Full Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 

Email #1 
Top of Page 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 

Email #1 
Bottom of Page 
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Email #2 
Full Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 

Email #2 
Top of Page 
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Email #2 
Bottom of Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Animated Email 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Cyber Monday Email #1 
Full Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 

Cyber Monday Email #1 
Top of Page 
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Cyber Monday Email #1 
Bottom of Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Cyber Monday Email #2 
Full Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 

Cyber Monday Email #2 
Top of Page 
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Cyber Monday Email #2 
Bottom of Page 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  SILVER  
Sony‘s Black Friday-Cyber Monday 2011 Campaign 
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Best Promotional Email Or Campaign 
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 

Entrant: Wendelin Weishaupt, rabbit eMarketing GmbH 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Pamela Markey, Director of Marketing, MECLABS 

 Why It Won: 
 
In this campaign from the German division of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the team focused each 
newsletter on a specific animal or threatened region. They didn’t mention this in the submission, but we felt 
it would offer interesting results if they discovered what campaign elements resonated with people, or 
possibly even segmented their supporters by which animals/regions they were more likely to engage with. 
 
Regardless, the results were there. Donations generated from the newsletter were 14% higher than other 
methods for generating donations. Likewise, 33% of all newsletter readers also donated, which is well above 
the organization’s average.  

To date, WWF donations are still being generated as a result of emails from this campaign, months after it 
had initially been sent. 

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The WWF sends out campaign emails as a supplement to its regular newsletters to communicate urgently on 
especially acute and time-sensitive issues and generate donations for a given project. 
 
First and foremost, the email campaign's purpose was to generate donations by raising awareness in an 
emotionally powerful manner about the endangerment of wildlife species. However, the campaign emails in 
use were very text-heavy with very little visual content, falling far below the expectations of WWF Germany. 
 
rabbit eMarketing completely revamped the email format, in terms of both design and content, to increase 
significantly the success of these email campaigns. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
The above-average readiness to donate in all areas created by the campaign and its excellent open and 
clickthrough rates demonstrate that even in times of economic crisis, a well-designed email is able to 
persuade people to donate. 
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A well-designed newsletter and clear persuasive argument for making a donation make a sincere and 
convincing impression and result in more donations. Each newsletter is concerned only with one animal or 
threatened region, and deploys a different argument and call-to-action for making a donation. This result is 
the generation of more donations, and development of stronger bonds between donors and the WWF 
conservation efforts. 
 
Results: 
 
The open rate increased from an average of 20% to a constant 27%. The clickthrough rate doubled from 5 to 
9.89%. Of particular note is that donations generated from the newsletter are 14% higher than other 
methods for generating donations.  
 
This suggests that the newsletter is especially effective in emotionally connecting with recipients and greatly 
increases the willingness to donate. 33% of all newsletter readers also donated, which is well above the 
norm.  
 
An especially nice side effect is that donations are still generated from campaign emails, even months after it 
has been sent. Recipients keep the newsletter, read it again after some time and decide to make a donation. 

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Emily Sidka rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Clemens Praetorius rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Torsten Burgmaier rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Heiko Korntheuer WWF Germany Client 

Sönke Kranz WWF Germany Client 

Cüneyt Akan WWF Germany Client 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples From WWF Germany’s Email Redesign: 

April Campaign Email 
Full Page  

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 

April Campaign Email 
Top of Page  
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April Campaign Email 
Bottom of Page  

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 
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May Campaign Email 
Full Page  

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 

May Campaign Email 
Top of Page  
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May Campaign Email 
Bottom of Page  

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 
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August Campaign Email 
Full Page  

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 
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Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 

August Campaign Email 
Top of Page  
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August Campaign Email 
Bottom of Page  

Best Promotional Email or Campaign  HONORABLE MENTION  
WWF Germany’s Email Redesign 
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Best Audience Engagement 
Ritos GmbH: OSRAM Innovation Store  

Entrant: Sebrus Berchtenbreiter, promio.net 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Brad Bortone, Senior Research Editor, MECLABS 

 Why It Won: 
 
Each year, MarketingSherpa Email Award entrants present judges with a wealth of results and statistics, 
ranging from significant boosts in clickthrough rates, to astronomical growth in list size and quality. Likewise, 
we often receive entrants that demonstrate high levels of creativity, even if the numbers don’t “bowl over” 
the judges when compared to other entrants. 
 
The Ritos GmbH OSRAM Innovation Store was the one entrant in this category that truly bridged that gap, 
showing us an integrated campaign that achieved tremendous results through seamless social media 
integration and a highly unique customer contest format.  

In the end,  this creativity paid off handsomely, with the campaign achieving high rates of customer 
interaction with the contest, significantly increased social sharing, and a tremendous boost in newsletter opt-
ins – a “side effect” that wasn’t even a focus of the initial campaign.   

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The Light'n Style contest was designed as an eye-catching promotional effort to accompany the launch of a 
new series of designer LED lights. Additionally, not only should it introduce the new lighting products but also 
collect customer feedback.  
 
Other goals of the campaign were to increase the reach of the OSRAM Innovation Store on Facebook, attract 
new Facebook fans, and reactivate existing ones. Parallel to this, the newsletter mailing list was to be 
expanded, if possible. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
The Light'n Style contest successfully tied together three key factors of an efficient campaign: a contest via a 
fan-gating tab on Facebook, highly personalized emails as a support to the contest, and an unusual contest 
mechanism that created a viral effect. 
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The fan-gating tab on Facebook ensured that only persons who were already fans of the OSRAM Innovation 
Store on Facebook could enter the contest. Contact with all participants was maintained throughout the 
contest through highly personalized emails. These included a confirmation email after the participants voted 
for their personal favorite light, the update email at the campaign's midway point and the closing email at the 
end of the contest.  
 
All these emails were personalized through use of the recipient's name, an image of their favorite light, 
mentioned again in the text, and the light's current place in the voting. The unusual contest mechanism also 
made the campaign go viral.  
 
As part of the Light'n Style contest, the OSRAM Innovation Store raffled off the contest’s three top-scoring 
models of the seven featured new products before the line’s actual market launch. This created a targeted 
incentive for participants to get their favorite product to the top of the list, and to invite friends to participate 
in the contest and vote for the same product. 
 
Results:  
 
1,583 people participated in the contest, the equivalent of over 10% of the existing newsletter mailing list. In 
addition, more than 1,761,614 people were reached through Facebook ads and made aware of the new 
products – 119 times more than the size of the newsletter mailing list. During the campaign, the OSRAM 
Innovation Store Facebook page increased its fan base by 18%.  
 
Activity on the store’s Facebook page was even significantly stronger: 582% more people posted on the 
Facebook page about the OSRAM Innovation Store during the campaign run. The open and clickthrough rates 
of all mailings sent in the scope of the campaign were always well above average: the open rates of emails on 
the contest were between 55% and 70%.  
 
For all recipients, clickthrough rates of up to 39% were achieved. 60% of contest participants also requested 
to receive the newsletter in their entry forms. This resulted in a 1.5% increase in the newsletter mailing list, 
which wasn’t a focus of this campaign. 
 

Best Audience Engagement  GOLD 
Ritos GmbH: OSRAM Innovation Store 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Emily Sidka rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Katrin Förster rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Julia Gwosc rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Vu Nghi Thai rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Christopher Riedel rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Juliane Schlütter RITOS GmbH Client 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from the Ritos GmbH OSRAM Innovation Store: 

Email 

Best Audience Engagement  GOLD 
Ritos GmbH: OSRAM Innovation Store 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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Facebook Tab 

Best Audience Engagement  GOLD 
Ritos GmbH: OSRAM Innovation Store 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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Railey Mountain Lake Vacations’ Mobile-Optimized 
Email Template 

Entrant: Eric Taylor, Blue Tent Marketing 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Brad Bortone, Senior Research Editor, MECLABS 
 
 Why It Won: 
 
As many people learn through MarketingSherpa articles and newsletters, mobile optimization is no longer a 
marketing luxury. Whether it is through optimized websites, landing pages or emails, creating an optimal 
customer experience is of paramount importance in an increasingly mobile marketplace. 
 
Railey Mountain Lake Vacations may not be part of an industry that necessarily demands state-of-the-art 
communications to remain successful, but its team smartly paid attention to metrics, and saw that mobile 
optimization offered them a chance to improve interaction with customers.  

The end result was a campaign that delivered boosts in clickthroughs and page visits across the two most 
prominent mobile platforms, a drop in bounce rates, and notable boost in revenue when compared to its 
previous sends.   

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The goal of this campaign was to create mobile-optimized email templates. By using the company Knotice, we 
have been able to track open rates by device. While the vacation rental industry doesn't appear to have open 
rates on mobile devices as high as other industries, the need for mobile templates was still there. 
 
We created our mobile-optimized emails using a CSS media query within our inline-styled HTML template. 
Through the media query we were able style fonts, resize images, and eliminate some elements that weren't 
completely necessary for smartphone/tablet viewing. 
 

Best Audience Engagement 
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What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
The time period of the four emails sent prior to their deployment of the mobile optimized emails (March - 
mid June) was actually during the time of year when Railey Mountain Lake Vacations historically sees the 
most amount of bookings. Spring is typically their most active time for reservations so the fact that traffic and 
revenue increased after we started sending mobile optimized templates was a significant win for us. 
 
Results: 
 
Since starting to use the mobile-optimized templates in June we've sent out four emails (mid-June through 
the end of September). In comparing the results from the previous four emails (March through mid-June), 
clickthrough rates and page visits on iOS devices increased 1,516%.  
 
Likewise, CTRs/visits on Android devices increased 164%. Bounce rates on iOS dropped from 48.76% down to 
35.99%. But, most importantly, revenue increased. Revenue increased 120% when comparing the four 
mobile-optimized emails to the previous four non-optimized templates. 
 
  

Best Audience Engagement  SILVER 
Railey Mountain Lake Vacations’ Mobile-Optimized Email Template 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Jennifer Durben Railey Mountain Lake Vacations Client 

Ryan Austin Blue Tent Marketing Agency 

Liv Johnson Blue Tent Marketing Agency 

Eric Taylor Blue Tent Marketing Agency 

Recognition: 
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Best Audience Engagement 
Adobe’s FormsCentral eNewsletter  

Entrant: Gail Tanaka, ECI 
Audience: B2B 
Lead Judge: Brad Bortone, Senior Research Editor, MECLABS 
 
Why It Won:  
 
Generally speaking, change is good. In marketing, it’s essential. But, sweeping platitudes aside, marketers 
who do not evolve their emails run the risk of their offerings becoming visual wallpaper, virtually 
indistinguishable from those of their competitors. 
 
Adobe, long-known as an innovator, noticed a venerable company email template was showing a steady 
decline in performance, and quickly worked to rectify the problem through three key changes to their 
template design. These changes not only helped to differentiate the FormsCentral eNewsletter, but also 
accommodated users who wanted an easier, mobile-friendly, and more digestible way to garner information. 

In an extensive series of split tests, Adobe’s new template outperformed the control across their range of 
free, paid and potential customers. While the increases weren’t the most impressive in this category, Adobe’s 
dedication to testing its offerings, and optimizing the user experience, helped make this a campaign well 
worth the recognition.   

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
FormsCentral is a cloud-based service that allows users to create online forms and surveys. A FormsCentral 
eNewsletter is sent out each month to update free and paid users—plus prospects—on the latest features. 
  
However, performance had been declining over time – the same Adobe template was used each month for 
brand consistency. In order to increase open and clickthrough rates, we needed to develop a new template 
that would be more engaging. 
 
After weeks of research, we developed three key insights that would guide us in our redesign. First, we found 
more than 33% of recipients view emails on their mobile device, so we made the new template more mobile-
friendly with much bigger text, buttons and graphics. 
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Second, most of the screenshots showing new features had white backgrounds, so we changed the 
background color of the email to a higher contrast gray.  
 
Third, we realized that the volume of information was becoming difficult to digest, so we made the email 
horizontally scrollable in the preview pane, keeping one key feature to a screen. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
In a sea of sameness—both within Adobe and in the general software industry—we developed a strong, 
effective new template that served user needs for usability and content structure. For Adobe, it was a risk 
that paid off. 
 
With evolving limitations in the preview pane and the growing mobile environment, dividing long-format 
emails into digestible, single-screen “chunks” can pay immediate dividends in both opens and CTR. 
 
Results: 
 
The test email achieved fantastic results. It outperformed the control email among all audiences—paid users, 
free users and prospects.  

 
• Among the Paid users, the test email (3.51% CTR) performed 90% better than the control email (1.84% 

CTR)  
• Among the Free users, the test email (2.61% CTR) performed 28% better than the control email 

(2.03% CTR)  
• Among with Prospects, the test email (.63% CTR) performed 9% better than the control email (.58% 

CTR). Furthermore, the test email open rates were higher among all three audiences—even though 
the subject line was the same as the control email—because of the mobile optimization.  

• Among the Paid users, the test email (34.92% OR) performed 34% better than the control email 
(26.07% OR)  

• Among the Free users, the test email (18.68% OR) performed 5% better than the control email 
(17.75% OR)  

• Among Prospects, the test email (10.16% OR) performed 3% better than the control email (9.85% OR) 

Best Audience Engagement  HONORABLE MENTION 
Adobe’s FormsCentral eNewsletter  
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Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Anne Wadia Adobe Systems Inc. Client 

Dana Zellers Adobe Systems Inc. Client 

Kim Howard Adobe Systems Inc. Client 

Gail Tanaka ECI Agency 

Rosa Sanchez ECI Agency 

Gary Finn ECI Agency 

Jeff Perlstein ECI Agency 

Don Smith ECI Agency 

Recognition: 

Best Audience Engagement  HONORABLE MENTION 
Adobe’s FormsCentral eNewsletter  
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Creative Samples from Adobe’s FormsCentral eNewsletter Campaign: 

Newsletter #1 

Best Audience Engagement  HONORABLE MENTION 
Adobe’s FormsCentral eNewsletter  
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Newsletter #2 

Best Audience Engagement  HONORABLE MENTION 
Adobe’s FormsCentral eNewsletter  
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Best Personalization/Segmentation 
Strategy 
NFL.com’s Email Newsletter 

 Entrant: Anne Koskey-Wagoner, e-Dialog 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Justin Bridegan, Senior Marketing Manager, MECLABS  

Please see “Best-in-Show” winner at the 
beginning of this book for campaign details. 
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Nürburgring Automotive GmbH: Performance Increase 
with Profiling and Individualization  

Entrant: Sebrus Berchtenbreiter, promio.net GmbH 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Justin Bridegan, Senior Marketing Manager, MECLABS  
 
Why It Won:  
 
In a fast-paced world, getting your message through to your target audience is becoming a more difficult and 
challenging task by the day. Audiences have grown tired of numerous spam messages and sales pitches, 
longing for content and value they actually need. 
 
This year’s Silver award winner decided on an out-of-the-box approach to this challenge. Nürburgring 
Automotive GmbH, a motorsport company based out of Nürburg, Germany, was looking for a way to turn 
things around. Over the past year they had seen a declining open and clickthrough rate with their newsletter 
subscribers. The automotive company was trying to find a new way to engage their target audience (80% 
male, 20-59 years old) by offering multiple event and tourist attractions through online and offline channels.  

Realizing that more information was needed in order to segment/personalize their email messages, they 
sought to target consumer interest by profiling recipients with link tagging and click tracking. They would 
then use the results to send more interesting and relevant newsletters by ordering the articles according to 
individual recipient interest. 

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
Nürburgring has been able to increase the newsletter database in a short period of time. Within two years, 
the list has been quadrupled. On average, the newsletter is sent about once a month, plus one advertising 
email. Open and click rates were declining and Nürburgring was looking for ways to increase performance 
again. 

Best Personalization/Segmentation 
Strategy 
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With all the fresh addresses, Nürburgring wanted to use the opportunity to cluster interests for a more 
targeted and successful email strategy, comprised of the following goals:  
 

1. Target consumer interest by profiling recipients with link tagging and click tracking. 
2. Send more interesting and relevant newsletters by ordering the articles according to individual 

recipient’s interest.  
3. Measuring relevance in terms of an increase of article performance; click rates.  

 
Newsletter links are tagged with parameters that correspond with the topics, e.g. driving adventure, tourists, 
concert, event, marathon, hotel, wellness, family. The profiling is then one of the filter features in 
promio.mail. Different combinations of tags can be combined via and/or operators and all target groups can 
be saved and used for dispatch.  
 
When setting up a new newsletter, an interest can be chosen for each article and the order of the articles is 
chose according to their interests.  
 
Recipients who have the interest “merchandise” see the merchandise article first, recipients with the interest 
“driving adventure” see a different article first. The first newsletter with profile individualization was sent in 
September 2012. The order of the three articles depended on the individual user profiles. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
Every marketer would love to have more data on their audience, without having to grill them for it. 
Nürburgring Automotive GmbH created a unique profiling campaign designed to gather more information on 
their audience and it paid off in a big way. 
 
Each newsletter was tagged with parameters that corresponded with the topics, e.g. driving adventure, 
tourists, concert, event, marathon, hotel, wellness, family.  When setting up a new newsletter, an interest 
was then chosen for each article and the order of the articles was chosen according to their interests. 
Recipients who have the interest “merchandise” see the merchandise article first; recipients with the interest 
“driving adventure” see a different article first. 
 
Results: 
 
In the months following this profiling project, newsletter clickthrough rates rose up to 75%. Topics in 
motorcycles were up 14%, tourist rides up 34%, and driving adventure was up an astonishing 75%. This 
automated tagging system, has changed the way they interact and communicate value to their audience.  
Nürburgring Automotive GmbH plans to build on this knowledge by providing more relevant messages, offers 
and information to each topic area. 

Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  SILVER 
Nürburgring Automotive GmbH: Performance Increase  

with Profiling and Individualization  
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Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  SILVER 
Nürburgring Automotive GmbH: Performance Increase  

with Profiling and Individualization  

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Eva Winnen Nürburgring Automotive GmbH Client 

Andre Brodrecht Nürburgring Automotive GmbH Client 

Sebrus Berchenbreiter promio.net Vendor 

Ralf Engler promio.net Vendor 

Kathleen Salazar promio.net Vendor 

Sebastian Muller promio.net Vendor 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from Nürburgring Automotive GmbH: 

Newsletter 
Full Page 

Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  SILVER 
Nürburgring Automotive GmbH: Performance Increase  

with Profiling and Individualization  
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Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  SILVER 
Nürburgring Automotive GmbH: Performance Increase  

with Profiling and Individualization  

Newsletter 
Top of Page 
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Newsletter 
Bottom of Page 

Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  SILVER 
Nürburgring Automotive GmbH: Performance Increase  

with Profiling and Individualization  
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Best Personalization/Segmentation 
Strategy 
NC State University’s Matching Gift Program 

Entrant: Erika Roe, NC State University 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Justin Bridegan, Senior Marketing Manager, MECLABS 

 Why It Won: 
 
Reducing the friction and anxiety of your audience is a first step towards helping them see your value.  Erika 
Roe at NC State University realized changes needed to be made with her NC State University – Matching Gift 
Program, in order to hit the fundraising goals they set for themselves. 
 
When analyzing their matching gift program she identified two areas of concern: friction and personalization. 
She stated, “We wanted to direct our donors to their own matching gift site rather than them having to 
search in our online tool or login into their corporate intranet, where most corporate matching gift forms can 
be found. The goal was to reduce friction from the donor and give them a direct link to their online matching 
gift program.” 
 
Next she set up personalized links to the donors’ direct matching gift website/portal. With limited IT support, 
she started conducting research on her database and then matching portals to fit each donor. Over time, she 
was able to compile a list and personalized company to fit each person. 

Her personalized approach made it much easier for her donors to complete their task, and she learned a 
thing or two. One, do all you can for your audience. Two, make the transaction process as seamless as 
possible. And three, a little research about your customer can go a long way. 
 
 From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The donors on this email list have recently made a gift to NC State within the last two weeks of our last 
capital campaign, “Achieve!” According to our records, they also work for a matching gift company and are 
eligible to receive a matching gift with their company for their donations, but we have not yet received their 
matching gift form yet. 
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The NC State University matching gift program raises $1.2 million annually for scholarships, teaching, and 
research. We rated the top ten matching gift companies for our donor base and found links to the 
employee/donor side of their online matching gift form.  
 
With more companies going with online portals and using third parties, it has become easier to streamline 
the matching gift process, and to provide our donors with a direct link to their company's portal to request a 
matching gift for their recent donation. 
 
We received most of the personalized links from our vendor, HEP Development. A little research on my part 
went a long way with good returns. 
 
The effort was created because so many more companies are going with online matching gift portals or 
systems. We wanted to direct our donors to their own matching gift site rather than them having to search in 
our online tool or login into their corporate intranet, where most corporate matching gift forms can be found.  
 
The goal was to reduce friction from the donor and give them a direct link to their online matching gift 
program. One of our vendors does this with paper matching gift forms with all matching gift companies for a 
university database. The vendor mailed a letter and the donor's matching gift form on our behalf along with a 
business reply (postage paid) envelope. 
 
We needed an extensive IT project in order to make this happen, in addition to budget dollars. The IT staff 
was smaller (it has now grown to four people) then, and there were many other projects that took higher 
priority.  
 
With email marketing, it was more feasible. I noticed that other universities who implemented this direct-
mail based program received a significant increase in revenue. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
Few universities were using email marketing for matching gift programs at the time this program was 
launched in 2007. NC State University was one of the first universities in the nation to launch an email 
marketing program with personalized links directing them to their own employee/donor portal, third-party 
website, or link to a paper-matching gift form, where they could fill it out and mail it if no online matching gift 
portal was available.  
 
Results: 
 
The personalized email approach netted open rates as high as 48% and clickthrough rates tripled compared 
to those more generic transactional based emails without personalized links.  
Since applying this approach they have seen an increase of more than $100,000 in 2011. She now is 
instrumental in helping universities across the country apply these same principles to their programs. 

Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  HONORABLE MENTION 
NC State University’s Matching Gift Program 
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Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  HONORABLE MENTION 
NC State University’s Matching Gift Program 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Erika Roe NC State University Team Member 

Gerard McNeill NC State University Team Member 

Bob Witchger NC State University Team Member 

Troy Wojcik NC State University Team Member 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from NC State University’s Matching Gift Program: 

Bank of America Matching Gifts Email 

Best Personalization/Segmentation Strategy  HONORABLE MENTION 
NC State University’s Matching Gift Program 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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Best Email List Growth Campaign  
Blinds.com’s “Entice and Engage” $5,000 Cash Giveaway 

Entrant: Katie Laird, Blinds.com 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Daniel Burstein, Director of Editorial Content, MECLABS 
 

 
Why It Won: 
 
List growth is the most advanced email marketing process, according to the 2012 MarketingSherpa Email 
Marketing Benchmark Report. In other words, marketers have the most strategic processes in place for list 
building. When a tactic is this mature, the “blocking and tackling” of strategic execution can be just as 
important as any innovation you might bring to the process. 
 
Katie Laird, Claudia Vasquez, and Stephanie Pertuit of Blinds.com ran a $5,000 cash giveaway using a simple 
email submission form with a double opt-in to increase the mailing list. The team ran a multichannel 
campaign that showed their prowess at campaign execution, and included on-site promotion, email 
campaigns, social media outreach, re-targeting with PPC ads, and even radio advertising. 
 
They garnered 12,311 double opt-in subscribers. But the big question with a giveaway-based list-building 
campaign is – do the opt-ins really stick around and add value, or do they just enter the contest and 
unsubscribe? Here’s where the Blinds.com team’s executional abilities really shined. 
 
“We sent out a couple of sales promotional emails to our new “Entice and Engage” list and compared their 
performance to our house list,” Katie said. The new list continually outperformed the house list delivering, for 
example, seven times the revenue of the house list for a Memorial Day Sale email. 
 
In keeping with the multichannel approach, the team grew their Facebook fan following as well (by 1,685 fans 
on the day they announced the winner alone). And much like the email list, these new followers stayed 
engaged. “The vast majority of fans that joined us to win remain connected and active with our Facebook fan 
page today,” Katie said. 
 
Of course, the most important KPI is the ROI the team generated. “Our newly engaged mailing list was 
profitable before our giveaway was even complete,” Katie said. 

http://meclabs.com/training/publications/benchmark-report/2012-email-marketing/overview
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/benchmark-report/2012-email-marketing/overview
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Success like this doesn’t happen overnight. The team’s strategic execution for this campaign was built on 
years of hard work, or as Katie calls it, “laying the foundation in advance to increase your marketing success.” 
She went on to explain, “This campaign benefited [from] years of testing promotions, building a social media 
community and having the content resources we needed to reach the widest audience possible. Growing a 
marketing culture of experimentation and trackable testing means having access to great data to use for even 
the most creative and outwardly simple of promotions.” 

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The Blinds.com team’s “Entice and Engage” email list building campaign was designed to grow our email 
distribution list with a new set of engaged potential customers that we could interact with across a number of 
platforms.  
 
At the campaign’s outset, we focused primarily on list building results shooting for 7,000 new email 
subscribers (with 10,000 subscribers as our push goal). As we knew we’d be announcing the winner on 
Facebook, we were shooting for 1,000 new Facebook fans, and 3,000 views of our Facebook announcement 
app. 
 
To promote our “Entice and Engage” email list campaign, we wanted to broaden our reach across multiple 
communication and advertising channels to touch as many new entrants as possible. The “home base” for 
our contest announcement was featured on our website’s homepage (www.Blinds.com) as a pop-up box and 
sidebar tab. Our onsite promotion material was simple and to the point, with a brief explanation of the 
sweepstakes and a space to enter an email address.  
 
We created a Terms & Conditions page which entrants could visit for more information and a confirmation 
page once email addresses were submitted.  
 
We sent a total of four emails to our “Entice and Engage” email list, including two profitable sales-focused 
emails and $5,000 giveaway winner announcement. The team also sent a transactional reminder email to the 
5,082 entrants that had not yet completed their double opt-in that kept us within CAN-SPAM Act regulations 
and garnered an additional 1,061 entries.  
 
The marketing team at Blinds.com has spent years cultivating our social media community to be interested in 
and take action on opportunities like this promotion. On our blog, we created a sidebar graphic call-to-action 
and included sweepstakes information in much of our post content – complemented by Tweets from our 
company Twitter account as well.  
 
We used a customized bit.ly link to track the clicks we received through social media channels. On Facebook, 
we created a fan-gated app to drive traffic to the contest entry on our site, included frequent sweepstakes 
reminders on our timeline (with both unpaid and sponsored posts for maximum reach) and ran a Facebook 
advertising campaign driving friends of fans to “Like” us.  
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More importantly, we announced our winner on Facebook – visible to fans, only to encourage an increase in 
our fan base. The vast majority of fans that joined us to win remain connected and active with our Facebook 
fan page today.  
 
Our Search Engine Marketing team set up a small campaign to re-target recent visitors (within the previous 
15 days) to our homepage with optimized text ads with a call-to-action to enter our promotion – reaching a 
total of 32,875 impressions.   
 
We leveraged our radio advertising to spread the message of our giveaway sign up to the masses hitting 
millions of listeners. Throughout July 2012, nationally aired radio hosts like Dave Ramsey, Glenn Beck, Dr. 
Laura, Sean Hannity and more spread word of the $5,000 giveaway to great effect. It made for a fun talking 
point which hosts could get excited about and that energy helped pump up interest and entries all the more. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
The “Entice and Engage” campaign is unique in that it drew on such a variety of promotional mediums to 
ensure its success. In total, we used:  
 

• Our website (www.Blinds.com)  
• Email subscriber form (www.exacttarget.com)  
• Facebook (www.facebook.com/blinds.com)  
• Blog (http://blog.blinds.com)  
• Twitter (www.twitter.com/blindsdotcom)  
• Bit.ly (http://bit.ly/blinds5k)  
• Google re-targeting PPC campaigns  
• Another outstanding element of our campaign was that our newly engaged mailing list was profitable 

before our giveaway was even complete. Testing the performance of our email sends to our existing 
house list, we were amazed by the open rates, clickthroughs and conversions we received. 

 
Other marketers should remember the power of simplicity for the user, but never forget the power of a 
multifaceted approach to drive their campaigns behind the scenes. We kept the barrier to entry very low for 
participants by requiring only an email address to enter and then a double opt-in to ensure engagement.  
 
But, internally, our team kept things varied and creative by incorporating both online and offline forms of 
campaign promotion to ensure its success. Another thought to share is the importance of laying the 
foundation in advance to increase your marketing success.  
 
This campaign benefited by years of testing promotions, building a social media community and having the 
content resources we needed to reach the widest audience possible. 
 
Growing a marketing culture of experimentation and track-able testing means having access to great data to 
use for even the most creative and outwardly simple of promotions. 
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Results: 
 
Our campaign’s success was incredibly multifaceted, given our focus on diversifying our outreach. First and 
foremost, we wanted to grow our email list to help enhance our email marketing campaigns.  
 
Email list building results:  

• Initial goal: 7,000 new subscribers; stretch goal of 10,000 new subscribers  
• Final results: 12,311 active subscribers that completed the double opt-in; 17,617 total users including 

those that did not complete double opt-in  
• Of these total subscribers, 13,660 were brand new to the Blinds.com email database  

 
Promotional email conversion results:  

• We sent out a couple of sales promotional emails to our new “Entice and Engage” list and compared 
their performance to our house list.  

 
Memorial Day Sale email:  

• 7 times the revenue to the “Entice and Engage” list versus our existing house list  
• 3 times the open rate to the “Entice and Engage” list versus our existing house list  

 
July 4th Sale email:  

• 6 times the revenue to the “Entice and Engage” list versus our existing house list  
• 3 times the open rate to the “Entice and Engage” list versus our existing house list 

 
Transactional email to remind incomplete entrants before sweepstakes deadline: 

• Unique clicks to confirm entry: 1,061  
• Open rate: 29.7%  
• CTR: 23%  

 
Social media results:  

• Final “We’ve selected our winner” email told entrants to find out if they won on our Facebook page 
and grew our fan base by 1,685 fans in one day alone  

• 8,584 views of our Facebook page 
 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Claudia Vasquez Blinds.com Team Member 

Stephanie Pertuit Blinds.com Team Member 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from Blinds.com’s “Entice and Engage” $5,000 Cash Giveaway: 

Facebook $5,000 Giveaway 
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Homepage Giveaway Announcement 
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Email Giveaway Announcement 
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Memorial Day Announcement 
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Noriel 500’s Email List Growth Campaign 

Entrant: Andrei Georgescu, White Image Grup 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Daniel Burstein, Director of Editorial Content, MECLABS 
 
Why It Won: 
 
Noriel is Romania’s largest toy retailer, with 24 brick-and-mortar stores along with an online presence. Andrei 
Georgesc, Alexandra Dima, Aurora Ticaloiu, Cristina Udangiu, and Ioana Balan of White Image Grup helped 
client Corina Lazar of Noriel execute a contest with prizes ranging from 25 Euro to 500 Euro store vouchers. 
 
In just one month, this campaign grew the database by 71%. Plus, the team was able to get 2,013 current 
subscribers to update their profiles. With this success, the team is planning for the future.  

“During the campaign, the efficiency of each lead generation advertising channel was monitored, thus 
allowing the optimization of future cost communications by focusing on the most effective channels,” Andrei 
said. 

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The main objective of this campaign was a quick growth of the database, by using multiple techniques to 
collect qualified leads. The quantitative lead generation was created to achieve the goal of a 500% growth of 
the database in one year (starting with September 2011). Secondary objective: Stimulate sales. 
 
The campaign had two main features: the difference stood in the target audience who received the 
communication. The incentive was a contest and the prizes were vouchers that the winners could use in all 
Noriel stores.  
 
There were 16 prizes given away, worth from 25 to 500 euro. The contest lasted for four weeks. Choosing the 
incentive played a crucial role, because we wanted the new leads to also become potential clients. That’s why 
we offered vouchers that could only be used in Noriel stores. This was set to be one of the steps in 
prequalifying leads.  

Best Email List Growth Campaign  
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This contest was introduced to Noriel’s subscribers with the purpose to reward their fidelity. To the existing 
subscribers, we sent a newsletter that advertised toys and included an invitation to update their profile. 
Updating the profile was their “ticket” for entering the competition and winning the prizes at stake.  
 
In order to attract new subscribers different types of advertising channels have been used: mainly online 
banners, but also direct emailing on partner’s databases. These databases had a common target audience to 
Noriel: sites with tips about child-raising, sites dedicated to mothers, etc. The direct emailing campaigns were 
sent by each partner individually, their subscribers being motivated with prizes to join the Noriel competition. 
 
The value of the prizes ranged between 100 lei and 500 Euros. When entering the contest they were given 
the alternative to subscribe to Noriel’s newsletter. Additionally, in order to increase the number of fans on 
Noriel’s Facebook page, it was decided that the winners would be announced there. This action helped 
increased the number of fans on Facebook. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
The massive response generated in such a short amount of time. During the campaign, the efficiency of each 
lead generation advertising channel was monitored, thus allowing the optimization of future cost 
communications by focusing on the most effective channels. 
 
Even the soft methods of list growth can be effective. The subscription in the database is accelerated if there 
is a direct interest and the perceived value is immediately seen by the user. 
 
Results: 
 
24,024 users entered the contest. Of these, 2,013 were already subscribed to the newsletter, but updated 
their profile (8.27%) 22,012 (91.63%) came from the direct emailing actions, Facebook actions, online 
banners and so on.  
 
Out of these, 15,208 have confirmed the subscription to Noriel newsletter (69.09%). 7,666 (50.40%) of the 
new subscribers came exclusively from the direct emailing actions sent to the partner databases.  
 
Thus, in just one month, through a single communication action, the database grew 71.69%. 
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Best Email List Growth Campaign  SILVER  
Noriel 500’s Email List Growth Campaign 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Alexandra Dima White Image Agency 

Aurora Ticaloiu White Image Agency 

Cristina Udangiu White Image Agency 

Ioana Balan White Image Agency 

Corina Lazar Noriel Client 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from Noriel 500’s Email List Growth Campaign: 

Newsletter Announcement 
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Registration Form 
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Best Triggered Email  
or Auto-Responder Series 
WeddingWire’s Welcome Series 
Entrant: Matt Byrd, WeddingWire 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Todd Lebo, Senior Director of Content and Business 

Development, MECLABS 

 Why It Won: 
 
The MarketingSherpa 2012 Email Marketing Benchmark Report reveals that the number one automated 
tactic is the Welcome Message – 63% of marketers send these messages. So, when WeddingWire was able to 
breathe new life into their welcome messages and have a 57% higher open rate and 58% higher clickthrough 
rate, we paid attention. 
 
How did they do it? There were three primary drivers: 
 

1. Strategic use of behavioral data: Realizing that when couples first engaged (sorry for the pun, it was 
just too easy) with the WeddingWire site, they were at different stages in the planning process, they 
allowed individual to select one of three actions and based on that decision, a customized welcome 
message was deployed.  

2. Simplicity: The series was clean, crisp and easy to execute. When you dissect this campaign, you 
realize that this is a campaign for the masses; not a complex and technology heavy strategy that only 
large companies could execute. 

3. Relevant Content: When individuals made a selection, they received what they wanted. If finding 
inspiration for your wedding was top of mind, this was the content received. Again, simple but 
effective.  

Bravo to WeddingWire for taking a welcome message and truly making it welcoming.  

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
WeddingWire offers engaged users a variety of tools and resources to guide them through the wedding 
planning process. Providing a one-size-fits-all Welcome email was not ideal, as each engaged couple has a 
different wedding, with different needs and a different timeline.  

http://www.meclabs.com/training/publications/benchmark-report/2012-email-marketing/overview
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To add more complexity, users create their WeddingWire account at different stages of their planning 
process. Our goal was to provide new users with a personalized series of Welcome emails that gave them an 
overview of the resources available to them on our site. 
  
To accommodate each couple’s different needs, we wanted to customize their Welcome email experience 
based on their in email behavior, wedding needs and remaining planning tasks to complete. 
  
We created a Welcome Series that includes five emails over eight days. Our first email in the Welcome Series 
offers users three choices of action – Get Organized, Gather Inspiration, or Find Your Vendors. Users then 
receive the remaining Welcome Series emails in an order determined by their selection in that initial email.  
  
For example, if they chose Get Organized, two days later they receive an email about our tools to help them 
organize their planning; second, an email about our mobile planning apps; third, an email about gathering 
inspiration; and finally, an email about finding vendors.  
  
Each of the other two experiences is similarly customized, based on the initial choice by the user. Users who 
don’t click any of the three options receive the Welcome Series in a generic order pre-determined by our 
marketing team. 
   
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
Our Welcome Series is based on behavioral data and therefore provides users with a customized introduction 
to our site, as they all have different needs and are at different points in their wedding planning timeline.  
 
Many companies are doing a single Welcome email; far fewer are deploying a Welcome Series, and even 
fewer are offering a Welcome Series based on behavioral data. Not every user who signs up is the same, or 
has the same needs from a website. Our Welcome Series ensures that users are introduced to our site in a 
way that best meets their needs. 
  
Results: 
 
Since its inception, our Welcome Series has averaged a 29% open rate and a 25% clickthrough rate across all 
the different emails and behavioral variations. Users who make an initial choice between the three options 
and receive a customized Welcome Series have a 57% higher open rate and 58% higher clickthrough rate 
than users who don’t make an initial choice and receive a generic Welcome Series.  
  
The three behavioral-based variations have a 39% open rate and a 38% clickthrough rate on average, 
compared to the 25% open rate and 24% clickthrough rate of users who receive the generic welcome series. 
The highest-performing email in the series has an average 52.1% open rate, and a 58.9% clickthrough rate. 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  GOLD 
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Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Matt Byrd WeddingWire Team Member 

Megan Hermeling WeddingWire Team Member 

Jeffra Trumpower WeddingWire Team Member 

Emily Brannon WeddingWire Team Member 

Melissa Brody WeddingWire Team Member 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from WeddingWire’s Welcome Series: 

Day 1 Email 
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Day 2 Email - “Get Organized” 
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Day 3 Email – “Plan on the Go” 
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“Gather Inspiration” 
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L’Occitane’s Social Sign-In Offer 

Entrant: Heather MacKinnon, Responsys 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Todd Lebo, Senior Director of Content and Business 

Development, MECLABS 
 
Why It Won: 
 
Do automated messages and social media play well together? L’Occitane devised a campaign that answers 
this question with a resounding “yes.” This campaign has innovation and technology working together to 
drive impressive results. A few components of this campaign that caught our attention: 
 

• Use of Facebook ads to promote the campaign 
• Strategy of driving online traffic to in-store traffic 
• Use of API call so the customer automatically received message after a social sign-in  
• Use of a unique barcode to reduce exploits 

This promotion was seamless and self-sustaining as well, yet another reason we were impressed with this 
campaign.  

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
We used targeted Facebook ads (to fans of department stores, fans of competitors and users in states where 
we have stores) and on-site messaging to publicize the campaign. We also added buttons at online checkout 
and on our home page and served them through Monetate to appear only to customers that had not 
previously signed in socially.  
 
Leveraging Responsys Interact and the expertise of the Responsys technical services team, we coded the 
correct API calls so that the customer automatically received their incentive once they registered via social 
sign-in. The hand cream offer was free if redeemed in stores, and had a purchase threshold if redeemed 
online to cover shipping costs. 

Best Triggered Email  
or Auto-Responder Series 
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What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
By hashing the email address of each participant, and using that encryption to generate a unique barcode in 
each email, we are able to reduce exploits even though the offer is redeemable both in store and online.  
 
The tables of data, which are maintained in Janrain, will allow us to deploy the campaign internationally 
across other social platforms as well. This has proved to be a successful first step in what should become a 
more robust effort to better understand our customers through social profiles. 
 
Results:  
 
This is an ongoing campaign but to date we are seeing conversion rates of 15% and higher and the 
percentage of new online customers is around 72%. 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  SILVER 
L’Occitane’s Social Sign-In Offer 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Jill Chemin L’Occitane Team Member 

Anna Silva L’Occitane Team Member 

Matt Kritzer L’Occitane Team Member 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from L’Occitane’s Social Sign-in Offer: 

Landing Page  
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Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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Special Hand Cream Offer – Full Page 
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Special Hand Cream Offer – Top of Page 
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Special Hand Cream Offer – Bottom of Page 
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Best Triggered Email  
or Auto-Responder Series 
Sony’s New Buyer Dynamic Content Trigger Program  
Entrant: Morayea Pindziak, Sony Electronics 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Todd Lebo, Senior Director of Content and Business 

Development, MECLABS 
 

 
Why It Won: 
 
Understanding that existing customers are our best customers, this campaign starts after a purchase has 
been made and provide relevant content and drives customer engagement. The campaign condensed a 72-
static trigger email program into three dynamic email templates.  

The use of dynamic email templates dramatically reduces the time needed to maintain the triggered 
campaign, allowing the marketing team to spend time on developing new content, expanding the program 
and testing new tactics to drive results.  
 

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
Sony always had a trigger program for new customers but they were static. Sony wanted to create dynamic 
triggers to provide:  
 

• Product category-specific information  
• Helpful tips and tricks about the purchased product  
• How-to videos  
• Information about Sony services and sister companies  

 
… all while gaining efficiency through the use of dynamic, easily updated templates.  
 
The goals of the campaign were to:  
 

• Create cost efficiency  
• Increase communication relevancy  
• Drive customer engagement 
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A three-wave post-sale email campaign was created. To build efficiencies and increase relevancy in the post-
sale communications, the team condensed 72 static trigger emails into 3 dynamic email templates that pulled 
content based on the purchase made.  
 
The first wave, deploying two days after purchase and containing 15 areas of dynamically generated content, 
is intended to keep consumers excited about their purchases and provide a highly personalized 
communication by:  
 

• Offering an order status, if available  
• Providing product ratings and reviews to keep excitement up and reduce buyer’s remorse  
• Highlighting how-to videos so consumers can become familiar with the product’s features and 

functionality  
• Promoting the Sony social network sites, as well as functionality to share the news of their purchase 

out to the customer’s social communities  
• Including opt-in for those currently not part of the traditional Sony email subscriber base  
• Encouraging product registration  

 
Wave 2 and 3 only go to those who have opted-in to the subscriber base. Wave 2 is sent seven days after 
wave 1, and contains 19 areas of dynamic content. At this point, the product is in the buyer’s hands. Similarly 
to the static post-sale email, this communication highlights images and information about the product 
purchased, but now dynamically promotes relevant accessories & offers.  
 
This wave also includes links to product blogs and support forums, specific tricks and features of the product, 
as well as compatible services which display in the email based on the product purchased. This wave is 
designed to keep the buyer excited about their purchase and encourage them to add on and get the most out 
of their product, as well as driving them to engage socially with other product owners. Wave 3 is sent 7 days 
after wave 2, with 20 areas of dynamic content.  
 
This wave encourages consumers to write reviews, includes videos to drive recipients to Sony’s YouTube 
channel, and again encourages social interaction with the Sony community. This communication may feature 
more accessories as well as additional Sony products that the customer may be interested in, based on their 
recent product purchase. The main focus is on making the product a part of the buyer’s life. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
While the Sony post-sale trigger communication stream has a history of strong results, the migration to a 
dynamic program has allowed Sony to provide the newest and most relevant content to their customers, 
which has increased customer engagement.  
 
The dynamic program will allow triggers to be updated more frequently, and with the newest offers, events, 
accessories and services. By reducing the number of trigger emails and decreasing the time, energy and effort 
required to deploy and maintain them, the program will also provide a cost-savings in future years. It allows 
Sony to build onto the existing trigger templates and update sections of content, without having to refresh 
static email campaigns year over year. 
 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
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Results:  
 
The open rates on Sony post-sale triggers have remained at their historically high average of 70%. However, 
the biggest achievement of the new dynamic trigger program was the increased click rate – up 22% from the 
previous year.  
 
The increased click rate shows that the highly-relevant content delivered has impacted customer 
engagement, as well as clickthroughs to the Sony e-commerce site, social sites, customer support sites, and 
sister company sites. 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Jeremy Lyons Sony Electronics Client 

Jennifer Geddy Sony Electronics Client 

Jim Jordan The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Amanda Denning The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Elizabeth Yasso The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Tim Biskup The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Lynn Madara The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Brittany Booth The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from Sony’s New Buyer Dynamic Content Trigger Program: 

TriggerWave #1 
Full Page 
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Sony’s New Buyer Dynamic Content Trigger Program  

TriggerWave #1 
Top of Page 
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TriggerWave #1 
Bottom of Page 
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TriggerWave #2 
Full Page 
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TriggerWave #2 
Top of Page 
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TriggerWave #2 
Bottom of Page 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
Sony’s New Buyer Dynamic Content Trigger Program  
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TriggerWave #3 
Full Page 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
Sony’s New Buyer Dynamic Content Trigger Program  
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Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
Sony’s New Buyer Dynamic Content Trigger Program  

TriggerWave #3 
Top of Page 
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TriggerWave #3 
Bottom of Page 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
Sony’s New Buyer Dynamic Content Trigger Program  
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Best Triggered Email  
or Auto-Responder Series 
American Airlines’ Retargeting/Abandoned Search Trigger 
Entrant: Melissa McClay, e-Dialog 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Todd Lebo, Senior Director of Content and Business 

Development, MECLABS 

 Why It Won: 
 
The 2012 Email Marketing Benchmark Report found only 11% of marketers use shopping cart abandonment 
campaigns. This campaign by American Airlines is a wake-up call to the 89%  saying, “You are missing an 
enormous opportunity.” 
 
You can look at an abandoned cart and mourn the loss or you can realize that the opportunity is far from 
over! When prospects entered a flight option on AA.com but did not purchase a ticket, this campaign sent a 
message within 24 hours with either a “lowest fare” or “flexible date” option. The results speak for 
themselves with almost 200% higher open rates, over 300% higher clickthrough rates, and best of all, 400% 
higher conversion rates.  

Whether you are doing a direct sale or complex sale, this campaign is a reminder for marketers to take a look 
at their shopping cart abandonments and start developing a strategy to get a “yes.”  

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
After learning about successful metrics of an abandoned cart campaign in the travel industry, American 
Airlines teamed up with e-Dialog to create a new abandoned cart and retargeting trigger. The campaign 
allows AA to market to consumers who search and don’t complete their purchase on AA.com. The goal was to 
close the gap on missed opportunities to encourage visitors to return to the website to finish booking. 
 
American Airlines was already collecting search data so they wanted to put it to good use by creating the 
abandoned cart and retargeting trigger. The message is sent within 24 hours of the customer abandoning a 
search.  
 
Customers are sent one of two targeted and relevant messages: Lowest fare found on original dates 
searched, date flexible option (lowest fare found on original dates), and lower fare found on flights within 60 
days of original departure date while maintaining the original length of stay. 
 

http://www.meclabs.com/training/publications/benchmark-report/2012-email-marketing/overview
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What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
This campaign is unique because it not only serves as a reminder but it incorporates most recent fare prices 
whether they’re still the same, available, or lower. 
 
Results:  
 
This campaign has been very successful. Almost 300% higher open rates, over 200% higher clickthrough rates, 
and over 400% higher conversion rates than a standard AA promotional campaign. Since launching this 
campaign, the revenue generated through these retargeting messages has provided the equivalent revenue 
lift of two large email blasts that were sent to 24 times as many people. 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
American Airlines’ Retargeting/Abandoned Search Trigger 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Chris Isaac American Airlines Client 

Chris Dvorsky American Airlines Client 

Glenda Hayes American Airlines Client 

Poomima Janardhana American Airlines Client 

Paola Cerda e-Dialog Agency 

Margaret McDormand e-Dialog Agency 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from American Airlines’ Retargeting/Abandoned Search Trigger: 

Example #1 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
American Airlines’ Retargeting/Abandoned Search Trigger 
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Example #2 

Best Triggered Email or Auto-Responder Series  HONORABLE MENTION 
American Airlines’ Retargeting/Abandoned Search Trigger 
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Best Email Innovation 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
Entrant: Morayea Pindziak, Sony Electronics 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Brad Bortone, Senior Research Editor, MECLABS 
 
 

 
Why It Won: 
 
One of the most rewarding parts of working with MarketingSherpa is seeing just how creative marketers can 
become when integrating email tactics with an ever-growing slate of interactive social media elements. When 
Sony Electronics submitted an integrated email/Pinterest campaign, we took notice.  
 
And, when we saw results that included open rates that were 67% above goal – some of the highest ever for 
the company – we appreciated this campaign all the more.  

In the end, Sony Electronics’ email and Pinterest campaign was a perfect launch point to create a highly 
visual, engaging way to promote Sony’s innovative product line, both for this campaign, and in those to come.    

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
Following the launch of its Pinterest boards, Sony needed to build awareness and attract followers. The email 
team was looking for ways to build engagement because, as we all know, engaged consumers buy. The team 
wanted to leverage social content with the intent to drive engagement and saw an opportunity with 
Pinterest. 
 
The goals were to:  
 

• Drive customer engagement through email, while spreading awareness of products beyond the email 
channel  

• Educate subscribers about Pinterest and the Sony Pin boards to encourage use  
• Build the base of brand advocates  
• Leverage social content to support email content. 

 
The campaign kicked off with a Pinterest-dedicated email to Sony subscribers promoting the boards, 
educating customers who may not be familiar with Pinterest, and inviting people to “pin” their favorite 
products.  
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Since the introduction of Pinterest in email communications, twice-monthly emails include visuals on various 
product lines with “Pin It” buttons next to each image, keeping Pinterest top of mind and making it easy for 
subscribers to add Sony products to their own Pin boards. The first of these promotional emails was the new 
VAIO Summer Line-up Product Launch. 
 
VAIO customers historically have been socially active, and were a prime group to which to introduce the “Pin 
It” button in emails. Sony post-sale trigger emails deliver a high open rate because they are extremely 
relevant to the recipient. The team saw an opportunity to extend the Pinterest strategy to the triggers, 
leveraging the average open rate above 70% and average click rate above 18%.  
 
The post-sale trigger emails were designed to include a hero image of the purchased product with a “Pin It” 
button so that customers could pin their newly purchased item to their board and share their excitement 
with their followers. This provides an opportunity for shoppers to boast about new purchases and provide the 
customer’s followers a direct line to the Sony e-commerce site.  
 
In addition to promoting Pinterest and Sony Pin boards, the social content was brought back into the emails 
by including a Pinterest “most-pinned” banner image with the top pinned products every month, providing 
social proof that the products have buzz around them and encouraging greater interest in those items. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
The beauty of the strategy is that it is a virtuous cycle – the integration of Pinterest “Pin It” buttons in email 
drives social engagement on Pinterest; the social content from Pinterest drives interest in products and 
delivers revenue from emails. It expands Sony’s reach as more subscribers participate.  
 
The dedicated Pinterest email and “most-pinned” banner were both recognized in The Retail Email Blog from 
Responsys as an early adopter of Pinterest and for using Pinterest content within email (May 30 and August 
31 blog posts, respectively).  
 
Sony will continue to integrate Pinterest. It is integrated into the ongoing customer experience, providing a 
fun way for Sony customers to engage with emails and drives traffic to the Sony e-commerce site.  
 
Results:  
 
The Sony Pinterest page had been live and garnering subscribers for approximately 5 months prior to the first 
promotional Pinterest email. But, subscriptions sky rocketed after the launch of the dedicated Pinterest 
email, which more than doubled Sony followers on Pinterest right out of the gate.  
 
With a subject line calling out the social channel, asking customers to follow and Pin (Let Our Pinterest Page 
Spark Your Imagination | Follow Us and Start Pinning), this email campaign drove one of the highest open 
rates for Sony Electronics, at 67% above goal.  

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
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Additionally the email drove a clickthrough rate was 16% over goal. A few weeks after the first deployment of 
the Pinterest dedicated email, a resend of the email was sent to non-openers. The resend accounted for 
another significant jump in followers, with approximately 15% subscriber growth.  
 
The VAIO Summer Line-up Product Launch email – the first promotional email to incorporate “Pin It” buttons 
– resulted in more than 3,000 clickthroughs to “Pin.” Subsequent promotional emails including the “Pin It” 
button show clicks continuously increasing, indicating a trend of progressive social engagement among the 
email subscriber base.  
 
The Pinterest “most-pinned” banner drives more than 2,900 visits to the Sony e-commerce site each month 
from the most pinned items, and more than 2% of all clickthroughs were to pin products from those emails, 
keeping the cycle of engagement moving forward.  
 
The incorporation of Pinterest did not detract from the overall purpose of the promotional emails. In fact, the 
VAIO Summer Line-up Product Launch campaign produced 172% of the “revenue per delivered email” goal. 
The success of incorporating Pinterest into Sony emails was overwhelming. The campaigns featuring the 
social site continually increase engagement, develop brand advocates and drive revenue. 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Afsi Jahangiri Sony Electronics Client 

Leilani Sandan Sony Electronics Client 

Jeremy Lyons Sony Electronics Client 

Amanda Drenning The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Elizabeth Yasso The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Christopher Castano The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Hannah Leader The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Leslie Schultz The Agency Inside Harte-Hanks Agency 

Recognition: 

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
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Creative Samples from Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration: 

Pinterest-Dedicated Email 

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
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Pinterest Sharing from Trigger 

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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VAIO Summer Launch 
Full Page 

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
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Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 

VAIO Summer Launch 
Top of Page 
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VAIO Summer Launch 
Bottom of Page 

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
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Weekly Offers Featuring Pinterest 
Full Page 

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
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Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 

Weekly Offers Featuring Pinterest 
Top of Page 
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Weekly Offers Featuring Pinterest 
Bottom of Page 

Best Email Innovation  GOLD 
Sony’s Email and Pinterest Collaboration 
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No Winner 

While the competition in this category was typically fierce and high-level, our judges did not find 
a submission that met all requirements for a MarketingSherpa Silver Email Award. Therefore, we 
have decided to omit this award in the Best Email Innovation category for 2013. 

Best Email Innovation 
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Best Email Innovation 
Dortmund Airport’s Videomail 
Entrant: Katrin Förster, rabbit eMarketing GmbH 
Audience: B2C 
Lead Judge: Brad Bortone, Senior Research Editor, MECLABS 
 

 
Why It Won: 
 
In judging these awards, one of the key elements we look for in a category winner is how an email campaign 
can maximize its reach and effectiveness. With a good portion of today’s email centered on social media and 
advanced HTML elements, and just as many recipients choosing to block such elements from appearing in 
their preview panes, it’s increasingly important to ensure your emails are seen by as many recipients as 
possible. 

The Dortmund Airport’s testing led to a complete redesign and modernization of their email sends, which 
ensured a seamless delivery of messaging to viewers, regardless of program or computer limitations. The 
result was a campaign that delivered a similarly engaging experience to as wide a range of recipients as 
possible.  

From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The Dortmund Airport video mail was designed to be a high-profile promotion of the Dortmund Airport's new 
corporate image film. In order to create a professional and visually appealing package for the challenging and 
innovative email with video integration, the newsletter was both redesigned and significantly modernized. 
 
First, extensive testing was run to ensure error-free display of an integrated video in HTML5 format in an 
email. The new video mail was then sent to 50% of the mailing list. The other half of the recipients received 
the regular newsletter with a static image. 
 
What Was Special About This Campaign? 
 
In order to ensure error-free display of the email’s video, several versions were created for compatibility with 
various recipient email clients. In the event that video could not be played directly in the email client, a 
fallback version was created with an animated .GIF or a static .JPG as a direct link to the video on the airport's 
YouTube channel. 
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Through HTML5, all versions of the video were referenced in the email source code. Only when the email was 
opened would the system automatically decide which version to display in the email client. To enable 
detailed tracking, views of each video format and each image were measured separately. Through this 
method, it could then be determined which technical solution worked best. 
 
Results:  
 
The most impressive result is the significant increase in the clickthrough rate. Referred to all openers, the 
clickthrough rate of the video mail was 175% higher than the clickthrough rate of the regular newsletter 
without video integration.  
 
Another interesting result is the findings about the technical conditions: about 30% of those who opened the 
video mail could not display moving images – neither the video nor the animated .GIF which was integrated 
as a fallback version.  
 
Those recipients were displayed a static .JPG instead. More than 20% of the recipients who opened the video 
mail could display the animated .GIF, but not the video. 12% of those who opened the email could play the 
video clip directly inside the email client.  
 
Of the file formats offered for the video clip, the vast majority of the users were able to see the .MP4 format. 

Best Email Innovation  HONORABLE MENTION 
Dortmund Airport’s Videomail 

Person Recognized Organization Job Title 

Katrin Förster rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Christopher Riedel rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Larissa Fabich rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Vu Nghi Thai rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Natasa Alijinovic rabbit eMarketing GmbH Agency 

Tim Elsdörfer Dortmung GmbH Client 

Recognition: 
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Creative Samples from Dortmund Airport ‘s Videomail: 

Example Email 

Best Email Innovation  HONORABLE MENTION 
Dortmund Airport’s Videomail 

Due to the varied visual quality of 
images used for digital marketing 
campaigns, we were unable to obtain 
a high-resolution image for this 
sample. 

! 
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Get free case studies and how-to articles from our reporters 
 

Join 237,000 weekly newsletter readers. Receive free, in-depth case studies and 
how-to articles based on hundreds of hour-long interviews with brand-side 
marketing VPs and directors in email every year. 

Email Marketing Newsletter – Delivered weekly 
 

Track what works in all aspects of email marketing from 
subject lines to content to landing pages and beyond.  

Subscribe for FREE 
www.marketingsherpa.com/newsletters 

http://www.marketingsherpa.com/newsletters
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/newsletters


Featured Speakers 

Jay 
Baer 

Flint  
McGlaughlin 

Matt 
Bailey 

Las Vegas • February 19-22, 2013 

Over the course of 4 days,  
you will: 
 
• Learn about emerging trends 

for increasing ROI 
• Get your questions answered 

by email marketing experts 
• Receive personal advice 

specifically essential to you 
• Gain a set of step-by-step 

tactics in Value Proposition 
Development and Email 
Messaging 

Register Before 
January 11, 2012 

SAVE $100 

Register Today & Save! 

www.marketingsherpa.com/emailsummit 
or call  

877-895-1717 
 

Research-Proven 
Email Strategies for 

Maximizing Your Results! 

http://www.marketingsherpa.com/emailsummit


MarketingSherpa.com/survey 

How is email 
working for you? 

CONTENTS INCLUDE: 
Executive Summary 
The State of Email Marketing Delivery 
• Deliverability Challenges 
• Improvement Tactics 
Relevancy Driving Deliverability 
• Segmentation 
• Timing 
• Content 
Recommended Actions 
• Set explicit expectations 
• Deliver only relevant content 
• Address complaints quickly 

For completing it, receive a  FREE special report  

CMO Perspectives on Email Deliverability 

Take our Email Benchmark Survey 

http://www.marketingsherpa.com/survey


http://www.responsys.com/LookBook
http://www.responsys.com
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